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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Covid-19 pandemic
When EXERA released its latest Weekly Security Review (WSR) on 30 April 2020,
Myanmar had had a total of 150 Covid-19 patients since the beginning of the pandemic,
i.e 23 new cases compared to the previous week.
As of 7 May 2020 at 07:00 am, 162 people have been contaminated since the beginning
of the pandemic, i.e. 12 new cases in a week. 49 patients are also considered as cured
from the Covid-19.

Conflict in Northern Rakhine and Southern Chin States
Clashes between the Myanmar Army (Tatmadaw) and Arakan Army (AA) are still very
frequent. The government forces use air support as well as long range artillery to clear
some AA positions. Since the previous report, clashes have occurred around Paletwa
town and in far reaches of Paletwa Township (Chin State); close to Minbya, Ponnagyun
and Mrauk U towns, as well as parts of Myebon Township (Rakhine State). Although
data are sparse and contradictory, Tatmadaw, Arakan Army and civilians sustain
continued fatalities and injuries.

Cyclone alert
Last week, we reported a low-pressure system over Andaman Sea, with the potential to
escalate into a tropical storm. However, recent observations show that this may not
happen, and that the depression is actually fading out. We however suggest our clients
to remain alert about cyclones during the whole rainy season.
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INTERNAL CONFLICT
Since our previous report (30 April 11:25 MMT), Northern, Central Rakhine State as well
as Southern Chin State have been the scene of severe clashes between the Myanmar
Army and the Arakan Army (AA). Isolated incidents also involve Arakan Rohingya
Salvation Army (ARSA). Some unconfirmed claims from Military-aligned Facebook
accounts state that both armed groups might coordinate their actions. The main
incidents throughout the week are the following (cf. fig. 1):

1. On 30 April, Myanmar Now media reported that 4 people had been injured on 27
April in Mrauk U town, after a shell exploded near a restaurant. Local residents
speculate this might be a retaliation after a police constable was kidnapped by
AA in the town on 26 April. In another incident, one man was arrested on 29 April
by 377th Light Infantry Battalion soldiers at the entrance of the town. According to
Radio Free Asia, his family could retrieve his dead body on the following day, with
marks of torture.
2. On 30 April, an explosion occurred at U Daung bridge, near U Daung San Pya
village in Maungdaw township area, that bridge situated on Maungdaw Ahngumaw road. When inspecting the spot, security forces found one male dead
body with recent explosion wounds and splinters of an IED. The dead was from
U Daung village.
3. On 1 May, it was learnt that a World Food Programme convoy transporting
supplies to Paletwa population had been targeted by gunshot on 28 April on the
road between Hsamee and Paletwa. The specific details of the clash remain
uncertain. One truck driver suffered minor injuries during the incident. After the
fatal shooting of a UNWHO driver on 21 April, it was the second time in a dozen
of days that UN agencies were targeted in Rakhine/Chin. On 2 May, the Myanmar
government specified that after this incident, food aid would be shipped to
Paletwa by boat. However, it remains to be seen whether this mode of
transportation will be safer than roads.
4. On 1 May, several clashes occurred simultaneously in Paletwa, Myebon, Minbya,
Ponnagyun and Kyauktaw townships:
a) Tatmadaw attacked some AA positions with long range artillery fire support on
the hills, northwest of Yoke Wa village, Paletwa township.
b) A shell exploded in Palot Taung ward, Paletwa town, causing the destruction
of some houses.
c) Tatmadaw planes and helicopters bombed the hills north of Sa Hnyin and
Ingyin villages, in Myebon township. Arakan Army spokesperson stated that no
clash was happening at that time, and that this attack was unjustified
d) Clashes occurred South of Hpar Hpyo village, Minbya township.
e) Clashes occurred near Kyar Nyo Kan village, Ponnagyun township. Tatmadaw
used artillery support during that incident.
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f) Severe clashes occurred near Pyaing Taing village, Kyauktaw township.
Houses were burnt down and villagers fled away. Meanwhile, Tatmadaw used air
strikes against AA positions in nearby Nga Sin Yaine Chaung and Ramaung Shin
Ma hill ranges.

5. On 2 May, several clashes occurred at the same time in Myinbya and Paletwa
area.
a) Tatmadaw conducted attacks to AA positions, 2.4 km South of Hpar Hpyo
village, Minbya township. Arakan Army claimed that 5 Tatmadaw soldiers were
killed during those fights. Clashes also happened 1.6 km east of the same village.
b) Tatmadaw conducted attacks against AA positions with artillery supports, 1.5
km north of Yat Dain village, Paletwa.
c) Exchanges of fire occurred near Paletwa town and a shell reportedly dropped
into the town. Some houses were destroyed and residents fled away.
6. On 2 May as well, a group of armed men located on the Bangladesh side of the
border opened fire on a Myanmar police patrol near border post 41, north of
Buthidaung Township. Two police officers were injured in the incident. ARSA is
suspected to have led the attack.
7. On 2 May as well, Nyaung Chaung Police post, in Buthidaung Tsp, was attacked
by a group of armed men. The Tatmadaw reinforcement column was also blocked
and attacked by armed men.
8. On 3 May, Tatmadaw conducted attacks on AA positions with artillery support on
the hills north of Yoke Wa village, Paletwa township. According to AA
spokesperson, 10 Tatmadaw soldiers were reportedly killed during this attack.
9. On 3 May, one schoolteacher was severely injured when she stepped over a
landmine in A Myat Taung village, Rathedaung Township.
10. On 4 May, Tatmadaw attacked AA positions on the hills 5 km north of Sa Hnyin
village, Myebon township by using jet fighters, helicopters and artillery support.
On 6 May, Radio Free Asia reported that several NLD officials in Rakhine State had had
to go in hiding after repeated threats and arrest attempts in April and early May. Some
searches were reportedly led by men wearing police uniforms. Some villagers suspect
AA to pose as Myanmar police. This was denied by the AA spokesperson.
On 6 May, the Rakhine government released instructions relative to of IDP camps in the
northern part of the State. From now on, humanitarian groups have to seek
government’s permission before establishing any new camp. More than 160,000
civilians have been displaced since the beginning of the conflict with AA in early 2018.
This additional scrutiny may slow down relief operations.
On the same day, security forces patrolling along the Bangladesh border seized a stock
of food rations near Khamaungseik village, in Maungdaw Township. The stocks
reportedly belong to ARSA. Some products were identified as UNHCR and UNWFP
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rations. U Zaw Htay, Myanmar Government’s spokesperson, accused some village
leaders to channel food aid to EAOs. This incident makes INGOs and UN agencies’
positions ever more precarious and might hamper the efforts to provide relief to civilian
population.

Figure 1: Clashes in Rakhine State between 30 April and 6 May 2020
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Far from the Rakhine/Chin theatre, one incident also happened in Mon State on 4 May,
when a civilian triggered a landmine in Han gan village, in Ye Township. He was severely
injured and evacuated to Mawlamyine hospital. The explosion took place in a region of
recurrent conflict between the New Mon State Party (NMSP) and the Karen National
Union (KNU) since 2018. Both EAOs have denied responsibility.
In Shan State, Tatmadaw-backed Kaungkha militia recently denied the claims made on
21 April by Jane’s Terrorism & Insurgency Monitor that it may be AA’s main partner in
the production and trafficking of methamphetamine. Kaungkha militia, also known as the
Kachin Defense Army (KDA), split from the Kachin Independence Army in 1991. AA also
denied Jane’s assertions.

Some positive updates can be noted:
On 3 May, the internet blackout, which had been lasting since june 2019 in Maungdaw,
Buthidaung, Rathedaung, Ponnagyun, Kyauktaw, Mrauk U, Minbya and Myebon
townships in Rakhine State, as well as Paletwa township in Chin State, was lifted in
Maungdaw Township. This move should ease communication for humanitarian
stakeholders.
On 3 May, the three “Brotherhood Alliance”, comprising the Kokang Myanmar National
Democratic Alliance Army (MNDAA), the Arakanese Arakan Army (AA) and the Palaung
Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA) made a press release stating that the unilateral
ceasefire, first decided on 29 September 2019, was extended from 3 May until 31 May
2020. That ceasefire has been rather followed in Shan State. However, on its
Rakhine/Chin front, AA has led daily battles against the Tatmadaw.

Assessment for clash areas
After the Tatmadaw tightened its control on Southern Chin and adjacent Kyauk Taw
township area in the last few weeks, the AA troops changed their strategy and moved
southward, closer to the main towns. Such a shift significantly increases the risks, as
major roads and main towns can now be the scenes of conflict. This week, Arakan Army
displayed its capacities to lead simultaneously sustained assaults in several parts of the
State. Clashes around Minbya, Myebon or Ponnagyun towns for the last few weeks also
show that AA has managed to settle down durably in low-lying areas, along main
transportation routes and in the outskirts of the main towns. Therefore, the general
situation for the threats and risks assessment can be identified as Very High Level.
Comments and recommendations
Travel by road should be avoided in Northern and Central Rakhine State as well as in
Southern Chin State. Even major towns’ outskirts have become high-risk areas.
Recommendations for areas classified as very high level of threat and risk all apply.
Awareness and vigilance should be priority before planning or performing any activities
in these regions. EXERA remains at your disposition to offer tailor-made security
diagnostics and secure travel plans throughout Myanmar.
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SOCIAL STABILITY
No demonstration nor rally can be held in Myanmar at the moment because of the Covid19 pandemic. However, the pandemic is a source of social tension: more than 120
factories have been permanently closed or temporary suspended for lack of raw
material, according to the Yangon region government on 30 April, resulting in 60,000
workers being unemployed. Low level opportunistic crim is set to increase.
Factories still able to operate also had to halt their operations for several days, in order
for MoHS teams to check their hygiene standards. However, some employers have also
suspended the payment of their staff salaries during that period, leading to tensions
between both parties. Tensions are made even higher by the ban on demonstrations
and mass gatherings: on 4 May, 6 labour rights activists were jailed for 3 months for
leading strikes which violated Covid-19 instructions. Those issues might be a factor of
risk, especially in industrial zones.
However, the social situation is scheduled to improve, as most factories have been
allowed to resume their activities. Government support and foreign schemes (such as
EU-sponsored Myan Ku system for 90,000 female workers from garment industry) are
also set to be take effect soon.

EXERA also reminds its clients that on 17 April 2020, a mass presidential amnesty
resulted in 25,000 inmates freed from jail throughout the country. This may significantly
increase crime rate.

TRANSPORTATION
Main incidents
Based on the main Myanmar media, notable road accidents since the last report include
1. 30 April – Bago Region: one vehicle turned over at milepost 129/3 of the YangonMandalay highway, killing one person and injuring two.
2. 30 April – Bago Region: two vehicles collided at milepost 116/3 of the YangonMandalay highway, injuring nine people.
3. 30 April – Yangon Region: one vehicle accident occurred at milepost 16/4 of the
Yangon-Mandalay highway, causing one seriously injured.
4. 2 May – Mandalay region: a bus transporting cargo overturned because of
excessive speed. It collided with another vehicle on the opposite lane. 7 people,
including the bus driver, got injured and were sent to Shwebo General Hospital.
5. 1 May – Ayeyarwady Region - A truck smuggling illegally-cut wood overturned
because of excessive speed and fell down into a creek in Laymyetnar Township,
Hinthada District. 4 people on the truck died on the spot and 6 passengers got
injured. The driver escaped and is still missing.
Comments and recommendations
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Road accidents are a major risk in Myanmar. Make sure to use properly-trained drivers
and well-maintained vehicles. Beware of drowsiness while driving. Assess road and
climate conditions before starting your trip. Always fasten your seat belts. Avoid
speeding, even on good roads. Before riding a taxi, make sure the driver is not
intoxicated.
CRIME
Main incidents
Based on the main Myanmar media, notable crimes since the last report include:
1. 1 May – Shan State (North): security forces discovered 3 assault rifles and
ammunitions hidden on a vehicle on Khaung Hka – Lwe Hkan road in Kutkai
township. The driver was arrested.
2. 5 May – Yangon region: A delivery staff from Food Panda was robbed his phone
by 4 people in Ward n°10, Thitsar Road, South Okkalapa at 10 am.
Comments and recommendations
As a rule, take the usual precautions: do not carry large amounts of cash; be cautious
when you withdraw money at the bank or when you step out of a money changer; avoid
ostentatious displays of wealth in a public area; avoid routine times and routine routes
in the matter of going-out from your apartment or house. We encourage you to use taxi
booked through Grab app rather than taxi hailed from the street, especially at night; in
suburbs; if you’re alone; if you’re a woman; if you are alcohol-intoxicated or drowsy, etc.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
Cyclone alert
Last week, we reported a low-pressure system over Andaman Sea, with the potential to
escalate into a tropical storm. However, its evolution was much slower than first
expected. Recent observations by the Myanmar Departement of Meteorology and
Hydrology and Western weather forecast organizations show that the depression may
even fade out in the next few days. However, we suggest our clients to remain alert
about cyclones during the whole rainy season.

Earthquakes
Myanmar is located on the active Sagaing seismic fault line and is therefore vulnerable
to earthquakes. Since our previous report on 30 April 2020, 5 earthquakes have been
measured, but no fatality and injury has been reported:
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3. 30 April: a slight earthquake with a magnitude of 3.7 was recorded in Tanintharyi
Region.
4. 1 May: a slight earthquake with a magnitude of 3.6 was recorded in Chin State.
5. 4 May: a slight earthquake with a magnitude of 3.6 was recorded in Shan State
(South).
6. 5 May: a slight earthquake with a magnitude of 3.7 was recorded in Sagaing
Region.
7. 6 May: a slight earthquake with a magnitude of 3.8 was recorded in Magway
Region.
Comments and recommendations
Be aware that Myanmar is a seismic country and prepare yourself accordingly. Try to
settle down your accommodation or your office in recent, well-built buildings. Adapt the
common earthquakes reaction tips to your environment. Keep a survival kit within reach
at home and in your office. Spread those instructions to your family and in your work
environment.

Fire Breakouts
Based on the main Myanmar media, the most significant fire since the last report are the
following:
8. 4 May – Ayeyarwaddy Region: a fire broke out in Thone Pin Kwin ward, Hinthada
town. 7 houses burnt down.
9. 5 May – Yangon Region: a fire broke out in Industrial Zone, Dagon Seikkan
township. One warehouse burnt down.
10. 6 May – Shan State (North): a fire broke out in Kyaukme town. One store and two
houses burnt down.
Comments and recommendations
Fire is a significant risk in Myanmar. Make sure your office or your accommodation
comply to satisfactory electric norms and are fitted with a fire alarm; make sure they
have a proper and clear evacuation route; equip yourself with fire-extinguishing devices;
be extremely careful when dealing with candles, stoves or mosquito coils.

Health Hazards
The sanitary situation in Myanmar is still dominated by the Covid-19 pandemic. When
EXERA released its latest Weekly Security Review (WSR) on 30 April 2020, Myanmar
had had a total of 150 Covid-19 patients since the beginning of the pandemic, i.e 23 new
cases compared to the previous week.
As of 7 May 2020 at 07:00 am, 162 people have been contaminated since the beginning
of the pandemic, i.e. 12 new cases in a week. It is therefore possible that the pace of
contamination be decreasing. 49 patients are also considered as cured from the Covid19, leaving only 112 active patients in Myanmar hospitals.
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Based on MoHS statistics, the number of positive patients has been through a sustained
growth (cf. graph below). However, the growth rate is quite regular; it is more similar to
the patterns in Thailand, Malaysia or Vietnam than to the exponential patterns that could
be observed in Western countries. The pace of contamination has significantly
decreased in the last 2 weeks.
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Figure 2: Total Covid-19 cases in Myanmar since the beginning of Covid-19 pandemic. Source : MoHS

As of 7 May 2020 at 7:00 am, the MoHS has tested a total of 10,042 people since the
beginning of the crisis. Since the publication of the latest WSR, 2,324 Persons Under
Investigation have been tested, i.e. an average of 332 per day. During the previous
week, the average was 188 per day. This may show that the efforts to bolster the testing
capacities are bearing fruits
As of 5 May 2020, 112 people were staying in hospital quarantine and 46,272 in ad hoc
quarantine facilities. Those figures have remained quite stable throughout the last week
(153 and 41,453 respectively on 29 April).

Beyond those figures, we suggest being careful of the distinction between:
- the total number of patients since the beginning of the pandemic, which combines
active cases, deaths and discharged patients. It is the commonly-used and oft-quoted
metric. As of 7 May morning, a total of 161 people have been contaminated in the
country.
- the current number of active patients, which is the immediate risk indicator. As of 5
May evening, there were 128 active patients in the country.
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From a geographic point of view, Yangon Region concentrates 84 % of those 128 active
cases. The analysis of government statistics as of 7 May 2020 highlights several
features:
1. The townships located in the periphery of the region, featuring lower population
densities and an urban-rural socio-economic fabric feature very few confirmed
case of Covid-19 (fig. 4): 1 in Hlegu and 1 in Hmawbi (both of them have been
discharged since then).
2. The townships located in the suburbs of Yangon town (Hlaing Thayar,
Shwepyithar, Insein, South and North Okkalapa, Dagon Myothit North, South,
East and Seikkan, Mayangone, Hlaing) have been the most affected in absolute
terms, with a minimum of 2 or 3 cases each (fig. 5). The main clusters are:
- Insein Township, with 29 cases, i.e. 0.95 case for 10,000 inhabitants
- South Okkalapa Township, with 13 cases, i.e. 0.81 case for 10,000 inhabitants
- Mayangone Township, with 13 cases, i.e. 0.65 case for 10,000 inhabitants
As a comparison, EU countries had an average of 3.6 positive cases for 10,000
inhabitants as of 25 March.
3. The townships located in downtown Yangon and in the immediate suburbs
feature fewer cases in absolute terms, with most townships featuring 1 to 3
patients each (fig. 6). The most affected areas are Bahan (12 cases) and
Pabedan (7 cases). After weighing those contamination figures by the local
population, those two townships stand out, with 1.2 patients for 10,000
inhabitants in Bahan and 2.1 in Pabedan.
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Figure 3: The epidemic situation in Yangon Region as of 7 May. Source: MoHS.
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Figure 4: The epidemic situation in Yangon town as of 7 May. Source: MoHS.
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Figure 5: The epidemic situation in Yangon downtown as of 7 May. Source: MoHS.

In Yangon, Park Royal and Pan Pacific Hotels remain closed, after some of their
employees tested positive to coronavirus. Bank opening hours are also limited from 10
am to 2 pm throughout the country.
Positive patients are currently directed to 2 hospitals:
•
•

Waibargi special Hospital, with 54 Covid patients as of 6 May morning
South Okkalapa Hospital, with 52 Covid patients

If those two hospitals’ reached saturation, the authorities would mobilize a third one, a
temporary centre at the national Central Institute of Civil Service in Phaung Gyi, Hlegu
Township, 60 km north of downtown Yangon. It includes 240 bed for Covid patients in a
stable condition, 240 beds fitted with medical oxygen and 20 ICU beds, i.e. a total of 500
beds. If necessary, the capacity of that hospital can be increased to 1,000 beds as a first
step, and to 2,000 beds as a second step.
As of 5 May, 45 quarantine centres were also operating in Yangon Region, hosting 1,102
people.

Outside of Yangon Region, the most affected regions of Myanmar since the beginning
of the epidemic are:
•
•
•
•

Kalay (Sagaing Region), with 7 cases.
Bago (West) Region with 7 cases.
Tedim (Chin State), with 6 cases.
Eastern Shan State with 3 cases.
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None of those townships have been designated as semi-lockdown areas by the local
authorities, but small-scale confinement is imposed on some villages.
In Mandalay, government statistics report only two cases, in Chanmyathazi and
Aungmyaythazan Townships. The authorities have set up 7 checkpoints to secure the
access to the town: 4 in the south, 2 in the east and 1 in the north (fig.7). No vehicle
transporting more than 4 people (driver included) can drive through.

Figure 6: Checkpoints on the access ways to Mandalay.

In Nay Pyi Taw, the local Council released instructions about the access to the capital
city:
•
•
•

•

Anyone reaching the town must produce a residence document issued by the
residence township authorities.
People coming from townships not affected by the Covid-19 must go through a
health check at the entrance of the town
People coming from townships under semi-lockdown (including INGO staff and
diplomatic staff) must produce an invitation letter to Nay Pyi Taw by the relevant
administration and go through health check at the entrance of the town
People failing to produce invitation letter can get into the town provided they
spend 21 days in quarantine.
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Ministry of Labour, Immigration and Population released a statement on 3 May. The
following businesses and services have been categorized as essential for the public
during the pandemic:
• Essential businesses
o State-owned factories, workshops and businesses.
o Water distribution.
o Electricity and fuel production and distribution.
o Firefighting services.
o Private hospitals, clinics and health services.
o Communication, information and technological services.
• Public services
o Transportation, warehouses and wholesale centres.
o Ports, cargo transportation and logistics.
o Import, export and trade services.
o Municipal development services.
o Banking and financial services.
o Insurance companies and companies without goods production.
o Job agencies.
o Information services.
o Tollgates, road and bridge toll collection services.
o Hotels, motels and accommodation services.
• Essential public services
o Printing and publishing services.
o Mineral and natural resource services.
o Chemical-based services.
o Construction services.
o Fish and prawn breeding, catching and freezing services.

Beside the Covid-19 epidemic, Mandalay Region authorities stated that the region is in
high alert for dengue fever. Precautions related to mosquito-borne diseases therefore
apply in the region.

Comments and recommendations
Some Myanmar people consider foreigners as vectors of the epidemic. Although police
has not reported any serious incident about this, some unfriendly behaviours and
unusual wariness can be expected. It is therefore important for foreigners to abide by
the official guidelines in order not to foster those tensions.
Meanwhile, arguments about the Covid-19 are arising among local people: quarrels
about shop opening hours, temperature checks, quarantines, etc. Foreigners are
encouraged to stay clear from those brawls, as they can escalate quickly.
We also prompt you to carefully follow the government instructions:
•

Any gathering of more than 5 people is prohibited, and may expose you to serious
legal troubles
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•

Abide by the curfew instructions from 10 pm to 4 am. Failing to do so may result
in lawsuits and potential heavy sentences. On 4 May, police arrested 6 people in
Mahar Aung Myay township and 6 in Ayetharyar township (Mandalay Region) for
breaching the curfew law. On 5 May, Dala Township court sentenced 14 people
to one month of jail for breaching the curfew.

If you have any health issue unrelated to Covid-19:
•

•
•
•

International SOS clinic (Inya Lake Hotel) will remain closed until early May. It
may reopen provided inspection tests are satisfactory. However, it is possible to
get a tele-consultation by calling 09 420 114 536.
Grand Hantha International Hospital (Kamayut) currently does not admit
foreigners. They will be referred to public hospitals.
Samitivej Clinic in Parami hospital is still closed.
Samitivej Clinic at 8 Miles remains opened from 8 am to 4 pm, from Monday to
Saturday. However, it will refuse any patient with fever.

More generally, we invite you to follow the usual precautionary measures:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Wash your hands frequently and thoroughly with soap and water, or with an
alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
Practice social distancing: maintain at least 2-meter (6 feet) distance with any
other people.
Avoid crowded places and public gatherings.
Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth.
Practice respiratory hygiene: wear face mask as much as possible. Cover your
mouth and nose with your bent elbow or a tissue when you cough or sneeze.
Dispose of the used tissue immediately. Make sure the people around you also
follow those good practices.
Stay home as much as possible. Whether you live in a semi-lockdown area or
not, limit your movements to the most necessary tasks.
If you have fever, cough and difficulty breathing, do not rush to medical facilities,
as it may contribute to the propagation of the epidemic. Inform the medical
authorities beforehand.
Stay informed about the latest developments and follow advice given by your
healthcare provider, your local and national public health authorities or your
employer.

Those precautions should be followed even more closely by people living in cluster areas
where Covid-19 is especially active, who visited such regions in the last two weeks, or
who have been in contact with a confirmed case.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
AA: Arakan Army
ARSA: Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army
IED: Improvised Explosive Device
IDP: Internally Displaced Person
EAO: Ethnic Armed Organization
KDA: Kachin Defense Army
KNU: Karen National Union
MMT: Myanmar Time
MNDAA: Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army
MoHS: Ministry of Health and Sports
NLD: National League for Democracy
NMSP: New Mon State Party
TNLA: Ta’ang National Liberation Army
UNWFP: United Nations World Food Programme
UNWHO: United Nations World Health Organization
WSR: Weekly Security Review
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Disclaimer
This safety and security review for EXERA clients only. The information in this report is
intended to inform and advise; any mitigation implemented as a result of this information is
the responsibility of the client. The contents of this report are subject to copyright and must
not be reproduced without approval from EXERA
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